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WP Syndicator is a WordPress plugin that automatically syndicates your blog content across more than a

dozen of the top Web 2.0 sites with a single click of a button. WP Syndicator gives you that ability to

syndicate your blog posts with a push of a button and instantly build high quality links and drive traffic

pointing to every single blog post that you publish. he Concept Behind WP Syndicator WP Syndicator is

all about building links to your newly published posts on autopilot. The way it does this is actually pretty

simple. All you need to do is to create accounts with all the web 2.0 properties is supports (blogger,

twitter, tumbler and more) and insert your account login information into WP Syndicator. Than, all you

need to do is to simply go to every post you want inside your blog and by clicking on one button WP

Syndicator will take and excerpt of that post and will syndicate it to all the web 2.0 properties it supports

with a read more link back to your original post. What you need to know is that WP Syndicator is able to

get your blog posts instant high quality backlinks which will also hopefully bring in free traffic. How Does

WP Syndicator Work After you install WP Syndicator on your blog, all you will need to do is to enter all of

the web 2.0 accounts login information and you are pretty much set to go. It is a one time setup process

that can take a little time as you will need to create all of the web 2.0 accounts manually but that shouldnt

take you more than 10-15 minutes and I am sure that most of you will already have accounts on most in

not all of the web 2.0 sites supported by the plugin. WP Syndicator is an automated solution for getting an

initial SEO Boost to your newly published content. Other than creating the web 2.0 accounts you really

dont need to do anything and WP Syndicator will syndicate every new post you write and publish to all the
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site on autopilot giving you 10-15 instant links which will help your newly published post to be indexed

quickly, have better SEO and may even get you some free traffic. Some Honesty Time for some honesty.

I bought WP Syndicator when it was first launched and I paid less than $10 for it and that money was

donated to asthma research by Andy Fletcher. For that price it was a real bargain. I am not sure if this

plugin is worth the $67 you will need to pay to get yourself an unlimited domain license and I will leave

that for you to decide. All I can say is that WP Syndicator does what is says it will do and it will syndicate

your content and will build you links and it will do it all on autopilot. I can also say that Andy is constantly

updating the plugin and will probably add some additional features to it in the near future which will make

it more powerful. If you do decide to get your own copy, than I would recommend you will also build links

to the web 2.0 sites you are using with it. This will make the links that WP Syndicator will create for you

more valuable over time. You can use Unique Article Wizard and/or Article Marketing Robot to create

tons of links to these web 2.0 sites very easily
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